
 

 

AUSTRALIA’S FIRST FAMILIES OF WINE  
ANNOUNCE NEW CHAIRMAN 

 

Media release – for immediate release 

 

Australia’s First Families of Wine (AFFW), REPRESENTING 12 OF Australia’s leading family owned wine 

companies, is proud to announce Robert Hill-Smith from Australia’s oldest wine company, Yalumba (1849), 

as their new chairman.  Robert assumes the chair from Mitchell Taylor and is the fourth chairman of the 

initiative. 

 

Founded in 2009, the group came together to raise the profile and provenance of quality Australian wine, 

at home and around the world.  With a launch planned in the USA & Canada later this year, Robert will be 

at the forefront of putting Australia “back on the catwalk where Australia’s finest wines are taken 

seriously.” 

 

Australian wine is under indexed globally in the on-trade (HORECA*), where wines of excellence should be 

enjoyed and quality reputations are built.  Leading AFFW back to the USA and Canada, Hill-Smith believes 

that “we are going onto the front foot to get back into the hearts and minds of the wine drinking public.  

With 13 events over 14 days in five cities across North America, we will be blazing a trail to put Australian 

wine back into their drinking repertoire by celebrating our quality, history and diversity.  Australia’s finest 

wine has a definite opportunity there and we want to bring it back into fashion and sustain our 

proposition.” 

 

Reflecting on the achievements of AFFW so far, Robert believes the group has been successful in telling the 

world’s wine enthusiasts that Australia has an ancient geology and wine heritage that compares strongly 

in comparison to the more traditional regions of Europe.  The group has been active at home and around 

the world, launching in the UK in 2010, Canada in 2011, China in 2013 and is planning to launch in the USA 

and head back to Canada in May this year.  This international activity has been coupled with a major 

domestic tasting program – UNLOCKED – pitched at both trade and consumers.  Held in Sydney in 2012, 

Brisbane in 2013 and Melbourne in 2014, the UNLOCKED initiative has established AFFW as a strong voice 

for Australian wine, committed to driving the message about the quality, history and stories behind their 

leading brands, many of them household names. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Each chairman of AFFW has had a mandate and Hill-Smith is very clear about his first job as Chairman.  

“Our plan is to shift the needle on the radar of demand for the fine wines of Australia, both here and 

overseas.  Internationally, we are looking to align ourselves with a program of events that will support the 

recent investment of Wine Australia in the USA and Canada, particularly at the Vancouver Playhouse, and 

put Australia’s best wines back into the drinking repertoire of all wine enthusiasts.  The time is right for us 

to show our commitment to that market and be there in person to tell our stories, make a lot of noise and 

have some fun.  We’re going in, firing on all cylinders.” 

 
*HORECA is the US term used to describe the Hotel, Restaurant and Catering sector of the market 
 

ENDS 
 
 
More information is available at www.affw.com.au. Join the conversation on Twitter: @AFFWine. 
Facebook: Australia’s First Families of Wine 
 
For information, high res. images or interviews please contact: 
Kathy Lane  

FireWorks PR, Promotions & Events 

Phone:  + 61 (0) 3 9525 3111   Mobile:  + 61 (0) 419 392 183   

Email:  kathylane@fireworkspr.com.au, or media@fireworkspr.com.au 
 

BACKGROUND ABOUT AUSTRALIA’S FIRST FAMILIES OF WINE: 
 

 The Australia’s First Families of Wine (AFFW) initiative was launched in August 2009 at the 
Sydney Opera House   

 AFFW is 12 multi-generational family owned wineries that recognise a common need to raise the 
profile of Australia’s wine industry nationally and internationally 

 The charter is to engage consumers, retailers, restaurateurs and industry colleagues around the 
globe to understand the quality of Australian wine, appreciate its character, and the personalities 
behind the brands 

 Environmentally conscious and responsible, AFFW wineries adhere to best environmental 
practices throughout their businesses. 
 

Australia’s First Families of Wine: the Heart & Soul of Australian Wine 
 

Brown Brothers, Campbells, d’Arenberg, De Bortoli Wines, Henschke, 
Howard Park, Jim Barry Wines, McWilliam’s Wines, Tahbilk, Taylors, 

Tyrrell’s Wines, Yalumba 
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